
 

AUTOMATIC GATES WICKET GATE? 

 

Can we have a wicket gate in our vehicular gates? No not really! It is possible and we 

come across it quite often. The problem is ensuring user and by-stander safety. 

 

But we had one and it was not any issue! Unfortunately health & safety rules and what 

was once regarded as alright, has now become a cause of concern. Following child 

fatalities resulting from poorly designed and installed powered gate installations, far 

greater consideration needs to be given to all motorised gates. 

 

  
 

Even existing systems that have been used for years? Absolutely YES, the older the 

system, the more likely it is to fall short of current standards, putting owners at greater 

risk of action or prosecution. 

 

With more & more gates being installed, users and more so, by-standers, are becoming 

more aware of them and an expectation of their safe operation is growing. The older the 

system the greater the likelihood or graver injury or damage to property following an 

incident, usually designed in an old way, with old equipment that had limited 

functionality and an inability to react safely throughout Opening & Closing. 

 

Why is a wicket gate a problem? There are a few reasons and a couple of which are, 1st 

Pedestrian access is best encouraged away from an area of vehicular use. 2nd To avoid 

personal injury during use. 3rd Greater installation malfunction and increased poor 

performance. Etc. 

 

 



 

But if we want one, can we have one? Yes although we would always advise not too. 

The problem is that to have a wicket gate within a power operated gate, it has to be and 

remain safe at all time. 

 

How do you ensure this? Most wicket gates are found in commercial type garage doors 

or shutters and as these are mostly semi-automatic (command open & command close, 

locally only) with inhibit switches that STOP operation during detection. Each Stop 

requires a re-activation once the wicket gate is secure back in its correct position. 

 

That sounds fine for our gate. Most gate systems close automatically once used and this 

very useful feature would be lost. Also the main gate would be left frozen from operation 

until the wicket re-set is made good and this feature would add greatly to user frustration 

and appear to make the main gate system very unreliable. No good in high use or 

locations were the gate needs to close its self. 

 

 
 

What are the alternatives? Use one of the main gate leaves for pedestrian use, but only if 

it is safe to do so and an alternative pedestrian only access point is not feasible. 

 

   
 

Every day, people use powered gates in different ways, owners require them to be safe! 
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